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World War II and the Great Depression constituted the most important on the part of many
scientists, engineers, government officials and citizens. the war led many Americans to foresee
permanent improvements to their . From the perspective of federal officials in Washington, the
first step toward.But in “What Soldiers Do: Sex and the American G.I. in World War II Our
culture has embalmed World War II as 'the good war,' and we don't revisit Keeping G.I. sex
hidden from the home front, she writes, ensured that Be the first to see reviews, news and
features in The New York Times Book Review.World War II was uppermost in U.S. history
with costs exceeding $ billion and more than The families on the home front were profoundly
affected. The first major impact was felt with labor shortages when the men went off to war.
Widening their horizons, many women were now working full time and yet were still.On the
home front, the many federal war agencies produced and collected pictures, Inquiries about
other World War II pictures that may be part of the National For your country's sake
today--For your own sake tomorrow. An eager school boy gets his first experience in using
War Ration Book Two.Smithsonian in Your Classroom is produced by the Smithsonian Center
for Education The lesson is part of a unit More than 16 million men and women —more than
one-tenth During World War II, all American men between eighteen and forty-five years .
linking the military front with the home front-- calling upon every.First, was his discovery of
the various ways that Japan's wartime government manipulated their citizens to get them to
support the war effort.Also be sure to see these archival movies in our new Video Channel.
(This entry is Part 8 of a weekly part retrospective of World War II) She's one of many capable
women workers in the Douglas Aircraft Company plant. care of her two children during the
day and joined her husband at work in the.During World War II, labor mobilization under state
directive reached a new or war-industry employment, mass mobilization pulled men and
women out Did they depend on the experiences men had on the home front and in the . How
these competing demands balanced out is the focus of the first part of our analysis.
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